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XXL On Skew Surfaces, otherwise Scrolls. By Abthur Catlby, F.B.S.

Eeceiyed February 3,—Bead March 5, 1863.

It may be convenient to mention at the outset that, in the paper " On the Theory of

Skew Surfaces"^, I pointed out that upon any skew surface of the order n there is a

singular (or nodal) curve meeting each generating line in (b— 2) points, and that the

class of the circumscribed cone (or, what is the same thing, the class of the surface) is

equal to the order n of the surface. In the paper "On a Class of Euled Surfaces "f,

Dr. Salmon considered the surface generated by a line which meets three curves of the

orders m, w, j? respectively : such surface is there shown to be of the order =2m?^J? ; and

it is noticed that there are upon it a certain number of double right lines (nodal gene-

rators) ; to determine the number of these, it was necessary to consider the skew surface

generated by a line meeting a given right line and a given curve of the order m twice

;

and the order of such surface is found to be ^=^\m{m—l)-\-li^ where h is the number

of apparent double points of the curve. The theory is somewhat further developed in

Dr. Salmon's memoir " On the Degree of a Surface reciprocal to a given one"$, where

certain minor limits are given for the orders of the nodal curves on the skew surface

generated by a line meeting a given right line and two curves of the orders m and n

respectively, and on that generated by a line meeting a given right line and a curve of

the order m twice. And in the same memoir the author considers the skew surface

generated by a line the equations whereof are (a^ ..X^^ 1)'''=0 (a\ .-X^? 1)''=0,

where ^5 . . a\ . . are any linear functions of the coordinates, and t is an arbitrary para-

meter. And the same theories are reproduced in the ' Treatise on the Analytic Geo-

metry of Three Dimensions '§. I will also, though it is less closely connected 'with the

subject of the present memoir, refer to a paper by M. Chasles, " Description des Courbes

a double courbure de tons les ordres sur les surfaces reglees du trbisieme et du

quatrieme ordre"[[.

The present memoir (in the composition of which I have been assisted by a corre-

spondence with Dr. Salmon) contains a further development of the theory of the skew

surfaces generated by a line which meets a given curve or curves: viz. I consider, 1st,

the surface generated by a line which meets each of three given curves of the orders

m, n^jp respectively; 2nd5 the surface generated by a line which meets a given curve of

the order m twice, and a given curve of the order n once ; 3rd, the surface which meets

* Cambridge and Dublin Math. Journ. voL vi. pp. 171-173 (1852). f Ibid. vol. viii. pp. 45, ,46 (1853).

i Trans. Boyal Irish Acad. vol. xxiii. pp. 461-488 (read 1855). § Dublin, 1862.

I!
Comptes Bendus, t. Hii. (1861, 2^ Sem.), pp. 884-889.
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a given curve of the order m three times ; or, as it is very convenient to express it, I

consider the skew surfaces, or say the '^ Scrolls," S(m, ^, j?), S(m^5 ^), S(m^). The chief

results are embodied in the Table given after this introduction, at the commencement of

the memoir. It is to be noticed that I attend throughout to the general theory, not

considering otherwise than incidentally the effect of any singularity in the system of the

given curves, or in the given curves separately: the memoir contains however some

remarks as to what are the singularities material to a complete theory ; and, in particular

as regards the surface S(m^), I am thus led to mention an entirely new kind of

singularity of a curve in space—^viz. such a curve has in general a determinate number

of ^4ines through four points'' (lines which meet the curve in four points); it may
happen that, of the lines through three points which can be drawn through any point

whatever of the curve, a certain number will unite together and form a line through

four (or more) points, the number of the lines through four points (or through a greater

number of points) so becoming infinite.

Notation and Tahle of Mesults^ Articles 1 to 10.

1. In the present memoir a letter such as m denotes the order of a curve in space.

It is for the most part assumed that the curve has no actual double points or stationary

points, and the corresponding letter M denotes the class of the curve taken nega-

tively and divided by 2 ; that is, if h be the number of apparent double points, then

M=—|[my+^- here and elsewhere \mf^ &c. denote factorials, viz. [m]^=m(m— 1),

[m]^=:m(m—l)(m— 2), &c. It is to be noticed that for the system of two curves

m, m\ if h^ hi represent the number of apparent double points of the two curves respect-

ively, then for the system the number of apparent double points is =:mm^+A+A^,

and the corresponding value of M is therefore —^[m+^']^+^^^^+^+^^ which is

=— |[mJ+A—|[mQ^4-^^ which is =M+M'.
2. The use of the combinations (w, n^ ^, f), (nf^ w, jp% See. hardly requires explana*

tion ; it may however be noticed that G(m^ n^ j?, q) denoting the lines which meet the

curves m^ n^p^ q (that is, curves of these orders) each of them once, G(m^, n^jp) will

denote the lines which meet the curve m twice and the curves n and j? each of them

once ; and so in all similar cases.

3. The letters G, S, ND, NG, NR, NT (read Generators, Scroll, Nodal Director,

Nodal Generator, Nodal Residue, and Nodal Total) are in the nature of functional

symbols, tised (according to the context) to denote geometrical forms, or else the orders

of these forms. Thus G(m, n^p^q) denotes either the lines meeting the curves m, ^,_p, q
each of them once, or else it denotes the order of such system of lines, that is, the

number of lines. And so 8(^5 % p) denotes the Skew Surface or Scroll generated by

a line which meets the curves m^ n^ p each once, or else it denotes the order of such

surface,

4. G(m, n^ ^5 q) : the signification is explained above.

5. S(w, n^p) : the signification has just been explained ; but as the surfaces S(m, n^p)^
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S(w^, n% S(m^) are in fact the subject of the present memoir, I give the explanation in

full for each of them, viz. S(m, % ^) is the snrfece generated by a line which meets the

curves m, n^p each once; S(m^ n) is the surface generated by a line which meets the

curve m twice and the curve n once; B(nf) the surface generated by the line which

meets the curve m thrice. As already mentioned, these surfaces and their orders are

represented by the same symbols respectively.

6. ND(m5 n^p). The directrix curves m, n^f of the scroll S(m, % p) are nodal (mul-

tiple) curves on the surface, viz. m is an 7^p-tuple curve, and so for 7i mxdp. Eeckoning

each curve according to its multiplicity, viz. the curve m being reckoned ^[njpf times, or

as of the order m.•|[^2f]^ and so for the curves n andj), the aggregate, or sum of the

orders, gives the Nodal Director NDfm, %p)*
7. NG(m, n^p)* The scroll S(m, %p) has the nodal generating lines G(m^ %p)^

G(w, n^, |)), G(m,^, j9^). Each of these is a mere double line, to be reckoned once only,

and we have thus the Nodal Generator

But to take another example, the scroll S(m^, n) has the nodal generating lines G(m^ ^),

each of which is a triple line to be reckoned J[3]^ that is, three times, and also the nodal

generating lines G(m^ ^^), each of them a mere double line to be reckoned once only

;

whence here NG(m^ ^)=3G(m^ ^)+G(m^ ^^}. And so for the scroll S(m^), this has the

nodal generating lines G{m% each of them a quadruple line to be reckoned |[4]^ that

is, six times ; or we have NG(m^)=6G(m^).

8. 'N'R(m, n^p). The scroll 8(m^ n^p) has besides the directrix curves m^ %p or Nodal

Director, and the nodal generating lines or Nodal Generator, a remaining nodal curve or

Nodal Eesidue, the locus of the intersections of two non-coincident generating lines meet-

ing in a point not situate on any one of the directrix curves. This Nodal Eesidue, as

well for the scroll S(m, ^, p) as for the scrolls S(m^ n) and S(m^) respectively, is a mere

double curve to be reckoned once only ; and such curve or its order is denoted by NE,

viz. for the scroll S(m, ^jjp), the Nodal Eesidue is NE(m, %p).

9. NT(m, n,p). The Nodal Director, Nodal Generator, and Nodal Eesidue of the scroll

S(m, n^p) form together the Nodal Total NT(m, %p)^ that is, we have

NT(w5 ^,j?)=ND(m5 % j?)-|-NG(m, %j?)-fNE(m, %p);

and similarly for the scrolls S(m^ n) and S(m^).

10. I remark that the formulae are best exhibited in an order diiferent from that in

which they are in the sequel obtained, viz. I collect them in the following

JLaDie.

Gr(m% », p) =%p([m]'4-M:),

G{m\n') =f[m]W+M.iW+N.i[m]^+MN,
G{m\ n) =K(f[m]='4-M(OT— 2)),

O Q 4t^
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NG(m5 ^5 p )=an^j>(m+^+p-- 3)+M^j)+Nm^+Pm^5

included in which we have

8(1, 1, m) =2m,

ND(1, 1, ^^) =[mj,

NG(1, 1, m) =W+M,
NE(1, 1, m) =0,

NT(1, 1, m) rr^S^^-S+M

=2[?rey+M,

and
S(l, m, n) =2mii,

ND(1, m, ^^) =^mn(mn-\-m-\-n—o),

NG(1, m, n) =:mn{'m-]-n—2)-{-M.n-\-'Nm,

NK(l,m, %) =f[m]^[%]^

NT (1, m, ?^) =iS^-S+MM+Nm
=2[mwJ+M«+Nm.

ND(m^%) = Ji (i[m]*+[m]'+M(A[my-i)+M^i)

NG(m^l^) = ?»
(
[m]'+M.3(?n—

2))

+N (J[m]^+M),

NK(mSM) = n (|[m]^+M(i[m]^-2m+3))

+[»?(iW^+tC^T+W^+M(W-|)+M^i),

NT(«^^^^) = lS^-S4^^M(m-|)+N(i[m]^+M)

= « (i[m]*+2[m]^+ M([m]^+m-|)+M^i)

+[?2]^(i[w]*+2[m]='+.[m]^+M.[m]^ +M^i)

+N (|[9ri]*+M);

* In the first of the two expressions for 'NT(m, n,p), S stands for S(»r, n, p) ; and so ia the first of the two

expressions for NT(m^, n), &c., S stands for S(to^ n), &o.

Moreover
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included in which we have

NG(1, m^)=[mJ+M. 3(w-2),

NT(1, m^)=iS^-S+M(m-|)

and finally

ND(m^)=^[m]^+i[m]^+i[m]^+M(i[m]^+iW)+M

NR(m')

=

-i\-lmj+§[77iy-^[m]^+3m

NT(m^)=iS'^-S+3m+M(i[m]^-|m+ll)+M^

=-f8W^+JM'+W+3m

+M^(^[m]^-fm+3).

The formulae are investigated in the following order, ND, G, NG, S, NE, and NT.

The 'NB formulcB, Articles 11 to 13.

11. ND(m5 n^jp).—Taking any point on the curve m, this is the vertex of two cones

passing through the curves ?^,^ respectively ; the cones are of the orders qi^ p respectively,

and they intersect therefore in np lines, which are the generating lines through the point

on the curve m ; hence this curve is an ^j9-tuple line on the scroll S(m, n^p)', and we have

thus the term m*\\npf of ND. Whence

ND(m, ^^,_^)=m.•|[^^p]^+?^.-|[mp]^4-p. •|[?7^;^]^

12. ND(m^ oi).—Taking first a point on the curve m, this is the vertex of a cone of

the orderm— 1 through the curve m, and of a cone of the order n through the curve 7i;

the two cones intersect in (m—l)n lines, which are the generating lines through the

point on the curve m; that is, the curve m is a (m— l)?^-tuple line on the scroll S(m^,^);

and we have thus the term m.|[(m--l)?^]^ of ND. Taking next a point on the curve 7^,

this is the vertex of a cone of the order m through the curve m; such cone has

(h=:)^[i7if-{-M. double lines, which are the generating lines through the point on the

curve n; hence this curve is a (-|[m]^+M)tuple line on the surface, and we have thus

the term 7^.|^^[m]^+Ml^ in ND. And therefore

ND(m^^^)=m.i[0?^-l>^]'+^^.i[i[m]'+M]2
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13. ND(m^).—^Taking a point on the curve m, this is the vertex of a cone of the order

wi— 1 through the curve m; such cone has (A—m4-2=);|[my—m+2+M double lines,

or the curve m is a (J[m]^—m+2+M)tuple line on the scroll S(m)^). Hence we have

=i[m]^+i[m]^+J[m]'+M(i[m]^+i[m])+

Preparatory remarks in regard to the G formulae^ the hypertriadic singularities of a

curve in space^ Articles 14 to 22.

14. It is to be remarked that the generating line of any one of the scrolls ^{m^ n^p)->

S(m^yn)^ S(m^) satisfies three conditions; and that it cannot in anywise happen that one

of these conditions is implied in the other two. Thus, for instance, as regards the scroll

S(m, ^5 j^), if the curves m, n are given, and we take the entire series of lines meeting

each of these curves, these lines form a double series of lines, all of them passing of

course through the curves m, n^ but not all of them passing through any other curve what-

ever ; that is, there is no curve _p such that every line passing through the curves m and n

passes also through the curve p. And the like as regards the scrolls S(m^ n) and S(m^).

15. But (in contrast to this) if the three conditions are satisfied, it may very well

happen that a fourth condition is satisfied ipso facto. To see how this is, imagine a

curve q on the scroll S(m, ^^, jp), or, to meet an objection which might be raised, say a

curve q the complete intersection of the scroll S{m^ n^p) by a plane or any other surface.

Every line whatever which meets the curves m^ n^p is a generating line of the scroll

S(m, 7^, f)^ and as such will meet the curve q; that is, in the case in question, G(77i, n^p^ q)^

the lines which meet the curves m, n^p^ q^ are the entire series of generating lines of the

scroll S(m, n^p)^ and they are thus infinite in number; so that in such case the question

does not arise of finding the number of the lines G(m, ?^, p^ q). The like remarks apply

to the lines G(m^, n,_p), G(m^ ^^), G(m^ ^j, and G(m^); but I will develope them some-

what more particularly as regards the lines G(m^).

16. Given a curve m, then ^as in fact mentioned in the investigation for ND(m^))

through any point whatever of the curve there can be drawn

(;^—m+2z=)[77iJ+m-2+M

lines meeting the curve in two other points, or say [m]^+^"~"2+M lines through three

points. But in generaFno one of these lines meets the curve in a fourth point ; that

is, we cannot through every point of the curve m draw a line through four points ; there

areJ however, on the curve m a certain number (=:4G(m^)) of points through which can

be drawn a line through four points, or line G(m^).

17. But the curve m may be such that through every point of the curve there passes

a line through four points. In fact, assume any skew surface or scroll whatever, and

upon this surface a curve meeting each generating line in four points {e. g. the intersec-

tion of the scroll by a quartic surface). Taking the curve in question for the curve m,

then it is clear that through every point of this curve there passes a line (the generating

line of the assumed scroll) which is a line through four points, or line G(m*).
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18. It is to be noticed, moreovei% that if we take on the curve m any point whateveT,

then of the [m]^+m—2+M lines through three points which can be drawn through

this point, three will unite together in the generating line of the assumed scroll (for if

be the point on the curve m, and 1, 2, 3 the other points in which the generating line

of the assumed scroll meets the curve m, then such generating line unites the three

lines 012, 013, 023, each of them a line through three points) ; and there will be besides

^[m]^+^^'~"5+M mere lines through three points. The line through four points gene-

rates the assumed scroll taken (^[3]^=) 3 times, or considered as three coincident

scrolls ; the remaining lines generate a scroll S'(m^), which is such that the curve m is

on this scroll a (^[m]^+^^'— 5+M)tuple line; the assumed scroll three times and the

scroll S'(m^) make up the entire scroll S(m^) derived from the curve m, or say S(m^)=

3 (assumed scroll) +S^(m^).

19. The case just considered is that of a curve m such that through every point of it

there passes a line through four points counting as (i[3]^=) 3 lines through three

points, and that all the other lines through three points are mere lines through three

points. But it is clear that we may in like manner have a line through ^ points counting

as-|^[p—1]^ lines through three points; and more generally if ^, g', . . . are numbers all

diiferent and not < 3, and if

i[m]^-m+2+M==c. . i[^-iy+/3 . i[^-^l]^+ . . .,

then we may have a curve m such that through every point of it there pass a lines each

through jp points and counting as i[i>--lj lines, /3 lines each through g points and

counting as i[$'— 1]^ lines, &c : the casej9=3 gives of course a lines each through three

points and counting as a single line. It is to be added that, in the case just referred to,

the oj lines will generate a scroll S^(m^) taken i[^]^ times, the /3 lines will generate a scroll

S"(m^) taken ^([f times, &c., which scrolls together make up the scroll S(m^), or say

it may however happen that, e, g. of the a lines, any set or sets or even each line will

generate a distinct scroll or scrolls—that is, that the scroll S'(m^) will itself break up

into scrolls of inferior orders.

20. A good illustration is afforded by taking for the curve m a curve on the hyper-

boloid or quadric scroll*; such curves divide themselves into species; viz. we have say

the (p, g) curve on the hyperboloid, a curve of the order j^+g' meeting each generating

line of the one kind in p points, and each generating line of the other kind in
q^
points

;

here

Assuming for the moment that^, q^ are each of them not less than 3, it is clear that

the lines through three points which can be drawn through any point of the curve

are the generating line of the one kind counting as \\^]^
— 1]^ lines through three points,

* It is tardly necessary to remark that {reality being disregarded) any quadric surface whatever is a hyper-

boloid or quadric scroll.
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and the generating line of the other kind counting as ^[g'-— 1]^ lines through three

points, so that

The complete scroll S(m^) is made up of the hyperboloid considered as generated by the

generating lines of the one kind taken e\_pf times, and the hyperboloid considered as

generated by the generating lines of the other kind taken -^[qf times (so that there is

in this case the speciality that the surfaces &(m^)^ S"(m^) are in fact the same surface).

And hence we have

21. I notice also the case of a system of m lines. Taking here a point on one of the

lines, the (^—m+2=)[m]^-—m+2 lines through three points which can be drawn

through this point are the -|[m— 1]^ lines which can be drawn meeting a pair of the other

(m-— 1) lines, and besides this the line itself counting as one line through three points

(^[m— l]^+l= [m]^—77Z+2) ; the line itself, thus counting as a single line through three

points, is not to be reckoned as a line through four or more points drawn through the

point in question, that is, the system is not to be regarded as a curve through every

point of which there passes a line through four points : each of the lines is nevertheless

to be counted as a single line through four points, and (since there are besides two lines

which may be drawn meeting each four of the m hues) the total number of lines through

four points is =Y=2[m]^+m.

22. In the following investigations for G(7n^ n^ _p, q)^ &c., the foregoing special cases

are excluded from consideration ; it may however be right to notice how it is that the

formulae obtained are inapplicable to these special cases ; for instance, as will immedi-

ately be seen, the number of the lines G(m, ^^, j:>, q) is obtained as the number of inter-

sections of the surface S(m, ^^, p) by the curve q, =2mnpXq=2imnjpq; but if the curve

q lie on the surface S(m, ^, jp), then G(77i^ n,p, q) is no longer =z%nnpq.

The Gfommlm, Articles 23 to 34.

23. G(m, %p^ q).—Considering the scroll S(m, n^p) generated by a line which meets

each of the curves m, 7^, p^ this meets the curve qv^q S(m, n^ jp) points through each of

which there passes a line G(m, n^ p, q) ; that is, we have

G(m, n^ ^, q)=-q S(m, n^p).

But from this equation we have

S(m, n,][j)=G{l, m, n,p)=p S(l, m, n);

thence also

S(l, 7n, ^)=G(1, 1, m, oi)=n S(l, 1, n),

and
S(l, 1, m)= G(l, 1, 1, m)=:m S(l, 1, 1); S(l, 1, 1)=G(1, 1, 1, 1)=2,
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since 2 is the number of lines which can be drawn meeting each of four given right lines»

Hence ultimately

24. Q(m% n,^).-ln a precisely sunilar manner we find

and it is the same question to find G(l, 1, m^) and to find S(l^ m^). I investigate

0(1, I5 m^) by considering the particular case where the curve m is a plane curve

having n double points. The plane of the curve meets the two lines 1, 1 in two points,

and the line through these two points meets each of the lines 1, 1, and meets the curve

in m points; combining the last-mentioned m points two and two together, the line in

question is to be considered as |[m]^ coincident lines, each of them meeting the lines

1, 1, and also meeting the curve m twice. But we may also through any double point

of the curve draw a line meeting each of the lines 1, 1 ; such line, inasmuch as it passes

through a double point, meets the curve twice; and we have h such lines. This gives

for the case in question G(l, 1, nf)=h+^[mf; or, introducing in the place of h the

quantity M(=A—|^[mj), so that h=^[my+'M, we have

G(l, 1, m^)=[mJ+M.

And, to the double points of the plane curve, there correspond in the general case the

apparent double points of the curve Mi Admitting the correctness of the result just

obtained, we then have
G(m^ ^, j))=^j?([m]^+M).

25. Q(m\ n%—^I investigate the value by a process similar to that employed for

G(l, 1, m% Suppose that the curves m and n are plane curves having respectively A

and k double points ; then the line of intersection of the two planes meets the €urv0 m
in m points, and the curve ninn points ; or, combining in every manner the m points

two and two together, and the n points two and two together, the line in question is to

be considered as ^{nif. ^[nf coincident lines, each meeting the curves m, ^, each curve

twice. There are besides the hk lines joining each double point of the curve m with

each double point of the curve n. This gives in all HmJlny+hk lines; or, writing

^=:|[my+M, k=^lnf+'^j the number is

which is the value of G(m^ ^*) given by the investigation.

26v G(m% ^).—We have
G(m\n)=nQ(% m^)=nS(m%

and it is in fact the same question to find G(l, m^) and to find S(m'). I assume for the

present that the value is =f[my+M(m—2); and we then have

G(m\ 7^)=7^(i[m]^+M(m-2)),

MDCCCLXm, 3

»
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27. Before going further, I observe that there are certain functional conditions which

must be satisfied by the G formulse. Thus if the curve m be replaced by the system of

the two curves m, m', instead ofM we have M+M'. Let G{m) denote any one of the

functions G(w, n^p^ g)^ Q{m^ '^\!P)'i G{nh^ n% we must have

G(m+m') =G(m) +G(m')-

Similarly, if G(m^) denote either of the functions G(m% ^5p), G(m% n% we must have

Gim+mJz=zG{m')+Gim, m^) +G(m!');

and so if G(m^) stand for G(m% n)^ then

Gim+mJ=G{m')+G(m\ 7n!)+G(m, m!') +G(ml');
and finally

G{m+my=G(m')+G(m^ mO+G(m^ m'^)+G(m, m")+G(ml').

28. The first three equations may be at once verified by means of the above given

values of the G functions. But conversely, at least on the assumption that G(m)y

G(m% &C.5 in so far as they respectively depend on the curve m, are functions ofm and

M only, we may, by the solution of the functional equations, obtain the values of the

G functions. It is to be observed that the first equation is of the form

the general solution whereof is

<pm=zam+(SM;

the^ second equation, supposing that G (m, mf) is known—^the third equation, supposing

that G(m\ m') and G(m, m'^) are known—and the fourth equation, supposing that

G(m^ m% G(m% wl% G(mj m^^) are known, are respectively of the form

and hence if a particular solution be given, the general solution is

<p(^)==Particular Solution+«wi+i3M.

The values of the constants must in each case be determined by special considerations.

29. The value of G(m, 9^,^, q) was obtained strictly ; that of G(m^ n, jp) was reduced

to depend on G(l, 1, m% and that of G(m% n) on G(l, m^). 1 apply therefore the

functional equations to the confirmation of the values of G(l, 1, m% G(m^ n% and

G(l, m% and to the determination of the value of G(m^).

30. First, if G(m^) denote G(l, 1, m^), then G(m, m') denotes GCl, 1, w, m% which is

=2mm'; hence
G(m+my—G(m^)—G(mI^)=::2mm^j

which is satisfied by G(m^)=[m]^ This gives

G(l, 1, m7==M^+am+^M.

But if the curve m be a system ofw lines (w=w, M=0), then G(lj 1, m^)=[^]^j and
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again, if the curve m be a conic (m=2, M=— 1), then G(l, 1, m^)=l- This gives

a=0, |3=1, and therefore

G(l, 1, m^)=|m]^4.M.

31. Next, if G(nf) denote G(m^ 3t^), then G(m, m!) denotes G(m, m\ n% which is

=mm'([?^]^+N). The functional equation is

which is satisfied by

Hence we have

where a, ^ are functions of% N; and observing that G(mV^^) must be symmetrical in

regard to the curves m and n, it is easy to see that we may write

G(m% n^)=l[mJlnJ+U.^lny+^4l^^^^^

where a, /3, y are absolute constants. To determine them, if the curve m be a pair of

lines (m= 2, M=0), then

and if each of the curves m^nheB. conic (m=2, M=— 1, ^=2, N=:— 1), then

These c^es give c&=^=0, y=1, and therefore

32. Again, G(m^) standing for G(l, m^), then G(m^ m') emd G(m, m!^) will stand for

G(l, m% m') and G(l, m, m'^), the values whereof are m'([m]^+M) and mdmJJ+M!)
respectively. We thus have

G(m+mJ^G(m')'--G(m'')^mXlmf+M)+^

a solution of which is G(m^)=f[m]^+^M, Hence we have

G(l, m')=ilmJ+rnM+am+l3M.

Suppose first that the curve m is a system of lines {m=m, 11=0), then G(l, m^)=J[m]';

and next that the curve m is a cubic in space or skew cubic (w=3, M=— 2), then

G(l, w')=0, since a line can meet the curve in two points only. We thus find «=0,

/3=-2, and thence ^,, ,^ ,^ -,, . ,t/ on^
G(l, w^)=|[w]*+M(w-2).

33. Hence, substituting for Q(m\ m'), G(m\ m'"), Q(ni, m'*) their values

3 b 2=
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respectively, we find:

G(m+m^y—Q(m')- G(m'')= m'(i[m]^+M(m- 2))

+ w(f[m']'+MV-2)),

and thence, obtaining first a particular solution, the general solution is

34. To determine the constants, suppose first that the curve m is a system of lines

(m=:m^ M=0), we must have G(m'^)=Y^{my+m^ and thence cc=0. Next, if the curve

m be a conic (m=2, M=— 1), we must have G(m^)=0; and this gives 13=-^, and

consequently

The l^GformulWj Article 35.

35. The NG formulae are now at once obtained, viz. we have

NG(m, 7^, j))=G(m\^,j?)+G(m, 7f, p)+G(m, n,^%

lSG(m%n) =BG(m\n) +G{m^n%
NG(m^) =GG(m%

which give the values in the Table.

The Bformulw^ particular cases^ Articles 36 to 40.

36. The S formulse have in fact been obtained in the investigation of the G formulae

:

we have

S(m, %j))=2m72p,

^m\n) =^([wJ+M),

S{w?) =i[mJ+M(m-2>

37. In confirmation of the formula S(l, m^)=[m]^+M, it is to be remarked that if

we take through the line 1 an arbitrary plane, this meets the curve w in m points, and

joining these two and two together we have ^{mf lines, each of them meeting the curve

m twice and also meeting the line 1 ; that is, the lines iii question are generating lines

of the scroll S(l, m^). The line 1 is, as already mentioned, un (^=)(J[m]^+M)tuple

line on the scroll; the section by the arbitrary plane is therefore the line 1 taken

(|[m]^+M) times, together with the before-mentioned |[mj lines; that is, the order of

the surface is [m]^+M, as it should be. This is in fact the mode in which the order

of the scroll S(l, m^) was originally obtained by Dr. Salmon.

38. As regards the formula S(m^)=|^[m]'^+M(m'^ 2), suppose that the curve mis a

(j?, £) curve on the hyperboloid, we have as before m==p4'£? M=—J?^, and the formula

becomes

which is
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Tiz. as already remarked, the surface is in tMs case the hyperboloid taken wM^+fM*
times.

39. It is to, be noticed also that if the curvem be a system of lines (m=mj M=0),
then the formula gives

S(m»)=i[m]%

which is right, since in this case the scroll is made up of the i[mf hyperboloids, gene-

xated each of them by a line which meets three out of the m lines.

r In the case of a ciirve m, which is such that the coordinates of any point of the curve

are proportional to rational and integral functions of the orderm of an arbitrary parameter

^, or say the case of a unieursal curve of the order m, we have

(^=ir^"—1? and .•.)M=—(m— 1),

and the formula gives

S(m^)=f[m-lJ,

for a direct investigation of which see post^ Annex No. 1.

40. In the case of a curve m, which is the complete intersection of two surfaces of the

orders J? and q respectively, or say a complete (j?X£) intersection, we have

and we find

=M/3-2)(2/3-3«+4)

ii a=::pq^ /3==|?+f. Hie mode of obtaining this result by a direct investigation was

pointed out to me by Dr. Salmon^; see postj Annex No. 2.

Particular cases of theformulafor Q(m% Articles 41 & 42,

41. In the case of a {^j q) curve on the hyperboloid, putting as before m^p+q,
M=-i?^,wefind

G(m^)=^[j>+qJ+p+q-M{il^+3l-^P^^^^
which is

=i^([>?+M^)-%[>-iT-%[£-i?.

vanishing ifjp, q are neither of them greater than 3 : this is as it should be, since there

is then no line which meets the curve four times. The curves for which the condition

is satisfied are (1, 1) the conic, (1, 2) the cubic, (2, 2) the quadriquadric, (1, 3) the

excubo-quartic, (2, 3) the excubo-quintic (viz. the quintic curve, which is the partial

intersection of a quadric surface and a cubic surface having a line in common), and

(3, 3) the quadri-cubic, or complete intersection of a quadric surface and a cubic sur-

face. If either jp ov q exceeds 3, we have the case of a curve through every point

whereof there can be drawn a line or lines through four or more points, and the

formula is inapplicable.
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42. la the case of a complete (pxg) intersection, we have as before mszjpfj

M.=:—^^q(p-\-q—2), and the formula for G(m^) becomes

G(m^)=-^i3f —66«+144

+/3(3«*-|-18a-26)

+|3^ — 6cB

a formula the direct verification whereof is due to Dr. Salmon; seej^os^, Annex No. 3.

Theformulwfor NE(1, m,^) cmd ^^(l, m^), Articles 43 to 46.

43. NE(1, m, n).—^Through the line 1 take any plane meeting the curve m in m
points and the cnrve ^ in ^ points ; then if m^ w^2 he any two of the m points, and %,%
any two of the n points, the lines m.n, and ^^ are generating lines of the scroH

S(l, m, n), and these lines intersect in a point which belongs to the Nodal Eesidue NR

;

and in like manner the lines to,«2 and m^Ui are generating lines of the scroll, and they

intersect on a point of NK; we have thus

points on NE, that is, the arbitrary plane through the line 1 cuts NE in ^[^]^[^]^ points,

But the plane also cuts NE in certain points lying on the line 1, and if the number of

these be (a), then
NE(l5 w^5 ^)='|[mJ[^J+a.

44. The points (a) are included among the cuspidal points on the line 1. Taking for

a moment ^=0, y=0 for the equations of the line 1 (which, as we have seen, is a

mn-tuple line on the scroll), the equation of the scroll is of the form (A, •..X^9 3^)'^'*=05

where A, . . . are functions of the coordinates of the degree w^?^. The entire number of

cuspidal points on the line 1 is thus :=:2[mnf; but these include different kinds of

cuspidal points, viz. we have

2[m^J=2a+2a+2e^'+E,

if (a) be the number of points in which the line 1 meets NE,

S(m, n%
Torse(m, ^),

where by Torse(m, w) I denote the developable surface or "Torse'' generated by a line

which meets each of the curves m and n. The order of the Torse in question is

E=(<[m]^-2A)+m(M^~2>&)==)--2(^M+mN),

see ^osf, Annex No. 4, And then observing that we have

C5 =S(m^ ^)—^([mJ+M),
(^'=S(w, n')=:m{lnj +N ),

„ (X,

« it

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55

55
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these values give

and we have

a=i(2[m^J-2a-2a'-E)

and thence

45. NE(l5 m^).—^Through the line 1 take any arbitrary plane meeting the curve m in

m points ; if m^ ma, m^^ m4^ be any four of these, then the lines m^m^ and m^m4^ are

generating lines of the scroll S(l, m% and their intersection is a point of the nodal

residue NR ; but in like manner the lines mim^ and ^2^4 are generating lines of the

scroll, and their intersection is a point of NR ; and so the lines ^1^4 and m^m^ are

generating lines of the scroll, and their intersection is a point of NR. We have thus

(3Xt4W*=)iW* points of NR on the arbitrary plane through the line 1. But there

are besides the points of NR which lie on the line 1 ; and if the number of these be (a),

then ^^^,^ • . ,r- -,

NR(1, m^)=:|[m]*+a/

46. The points (a) are included among the cuspidal points s^f the scroll lying on the

line 1. Supposing for a moment that a?=0, y=0 are the equations of the line 1, then

this line being a (^[m]^+M)tuple line on the scroll, the equation of the scroll is of

the form (A, . . .^x^ y)*w*+M_Q^ where A, • • • are functions of the coordinates of the

degree \\mf : the number of cuspidal points on the line 1 is thus

But these include cuspidal points of several kinds, viz., we have

[my(i[m]^-l+M)=2a+3i3+R'

if (a) be the number of points in which the line 1 meets NR,

55 ^ 55 5> « » S(m'),

^, R' 95 55 55 55 Torse {m%

where Torse {m^) denotes the developable surface or Torse generated by a line whicH

meets the curve m twice. The order of the Torse in question is

R=~2(m-3)M,

(seejpo^if, Annex No. 5); and then since

/3=S(m^)=i[m]^+M(m-2),
we find

and thence
NR(1, m^)=IW+iM'+M(|[m]^-^^>
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Btit I have not succeeded in finding by a like direct inyestigation the values of

Formulmfor NT(1, m^ n% NT(1, w?)^ Articles 47 & 48.

47, We have

+NJ)(1, m^ n) +*|pw(m^+w+^— 3)

+NB(l,m,^) +IWW.
which is

where S=S(l3 m. n)z=:2mn,

NT(l,m^)= ND(l,m«)= i[mlt+M+MiilmJ-^)+M.\i
4-NG(l, m") +[mJ+M(3m- 6)

+NE(l,w^) +IW +M(|[bi]*-2w+3),
which is

=|S^-S+M(^-|)
if S=S(1, w^}=IXf+M.

21e NT af^el l^mformulm, Articles 49 to 58*

49. I proceed to find .NT(m5 % ^), &c. by a functional investigation, such as was

employed for finding ©(l, 1, m% &c. Writing S(m) to denote either of the scrolls

S(^, ^j^)? S(^, n^), and supposing that in place of the curve m we have the aggregate

of the two curves m, m'; then the scroll S(m+m^') breaks up into the scrolls S^, Sm\
and the intersection of these is part of the nodal total NT(m4-^'}r th^tis, we have

an^ in like manner, if B(m^} stands for S(t^^ n), then

NT(m+mO^=NT(m^)+NT(m, mO+NT(m'^)+C,(S(m«), S(m, m% S(m%

where C^ denotes the sum of the combinations two and two together ; and so also

+C,(B(m% S(ne,ml% S(m,m% Sim'').

50. Instead of assuming

it is the mme thing, and it is rather more convenienl^ to assume
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viz. NT(m)=-|(S(m))^— S(m)+(p(772'), &c. Then obsemng that

S(m+m')=S(m)+S(m'), &c.,

the foregoing equations for NT give

<p(m +771'y=(p{m^)+(p(m^^ m')+<p(^5 7vJ^)'hp(7n'^);

and if in the second equation ^(m, m') and in the third equation ^(m^, m') and <p(m, 77i!'^)

are regarded as known, these are all of them of the form

/(m+m')—/(m)—/'(m')=Funct. (m, wl) ;

so that, a particular solution being obtained, the general solution i^f{m)=z Particular

Solution +am+(3M5 at least on the assumption thaty(m), in so far as it depends on the

curve m, is a function of m and M only.

51. First, if (p(m) stands for <p(m, 7%^p)^ we obtain (p{m^ ^,j9)=am+/3M, or observing

that 9(m, n^ jp) must be symmetrical in regard to the curves m, ^, and ^, we may write

??(m, n, jp)
= cc7nnp+(3(M^^p

+

'Nmp+Vmn)

+

y(mNP

+

nMP+j9MN)+MNP,
and then

But for^=l this should reduce itself to the known value of NT(1, m, 7^); this gives

c^=0, /3=1, 7=0; we in fact have, as will be shown^ post^ Art. 55, h=0 ; and hence

NT(m, ^^,J^?)=JS'-S +(M^j9+NmJ9+Pm7^)

=2[m^J?]^4'(M7^p+Nmp+Pm^^).

52. Next, if (p(nf) stand for ^(m^, 7^), then (p(m, m') stands for (^(m, m^ ^^), which is

='Nm7n''\'n(mM! -+771'^), and the equation is

A particular solution is ^(m^)=-|[m]^N+^mM, and we have therefore

?)(m^, ^)=|[mJN+^mM+c*J^+|3M;

or observing that ^(m^ ti) considered as a function of n, satisfies the equation

^(^+ ^')= (p(^)+ <p(^0?

and is therefore a linear function of n and N, we may write

(p(m^ ^)=i[77^]'N+^mM+o{7^m+i3?^M+ymN+&MN ;

we then have
NT(m^ ^^)=^S^-~S+^(m^ ^),

where
S=S(m% 7^)=^([m]+M).

MDCCCLXIII. 3 S
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And then pntting n=l, and comparing with the known value of NT(1, m% we find

«=0, /3=-|. It wiU be shown, j,os^, Art. 55, that y=0, 5=0 ; and we have therefore

<p(m% w)=%M(m—|)+N(i[m]'+M),
and thence

NT(m^ n)=^S'—S-\-<p{m\ n)

+[%]^(i[m]*+2[m]=+ [m]^+M[m]^+M^ . |)

+N(i[m]^+M).

53. Next for <p{m?), substituting for ip{nf, m') and <p(m, m'^) their values, we have

<p{m+m'y—(p(nf)—<p(m'^)=m!M.{m—f)+M'(|[m]*+M )

+mM'(m'-|)+M(i[mT+M'),

which is satisfied by
(p(m^)

=

M(-|[m]'—|m)+M^
and the general value then is

and we have

NT(m^)=iS^-S+(p(m^),
where

S==S(m^)=i[m]^+M(m-2).

54. Taking for the curves the (p^q) curve on the hyperboloid (m=::;p+q^ M=—j?^^),

S(m^) becomes the hyperboloid taken k times, if k=^[pf-^^lqf ; that is, 8(m^)=2k^

and NT(m^)=4 . |[^]^+ip(m^) ; p(m^) must vanish ifj) and q are each not greater than 3,

this implies cc=3, j3=ll, for with these values the formula gives

55. I assume the correctness of the value

so obtained, as being in fact verified by means of the six several curves (1, 1), (1, 2),

(1, 3), (2, 2), (2, 3), (3, 3); and I remark that if the foregoing value of (p(m, n,p) had

been increased by Gc^MNP, then it would have been necessary to increase the value of

(p{m% n) by Sc^M^N, and that of <p{m^) bymW ; and moreover that if the foregoing value

of ip(m^ n) had been increased by ymN+BMN, then it would have been necessary to

increase the value of ^(m^) by ymM

+

IM? ; this is easily seen by writing down the values

(^{m, m^')=ym'M +MM'+3o&MM^
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the sum of which is

==y(m+mO(M+MO+S(M+MO'+a(M+M^^

the corresponding term of (p(m^) ; hence the value of <p{nf) being correct without the

foregoing addition, we must have 7=0, h=0^ cc=0 ; which confirms the foregoing

values oi (p(m^ ^jj^)? <p(^w^ ^).

56. The equation

gives

67. We have

NE(m^ n)= NT(m^ n)-ND(m% n)-NG(m^ n)

= ^ (|[m]^+M(i[mJ-2m+3))

+ M^(^[m]^+f[m]«+[m]^+M([mT-i)+Mli).
58. And moreover,

= iVW+f[mJ-i[mJ+3m

and the investigation of the series of results given in the Table is thus concluded.

Intersections of a generating line with the Nodal Totals Articles 59 to 63.

59. We may for the scrolls S(l, m, n) and S(l, nff) verify the theorem that each

generating line meets the Nodal Total in a number of points=S-2.

In fact for the scroll S(l, m, n\ the directrix curves are respectively multiple curves

of the orders mn^ n^ m, and a generating line meets each of these in a single point,

counting for the three curves respectively as m^— 1, ?^— 1, and m— 1 points respectively.

Moreover the construction (ante^ Art. 43) for the Nodal Eesidue NR(l5 m^ n) shows that

a generating line meets this curve in (m—1)(^— 1) points; and since the curve is

merely a double curve, these count each as a single point; and the generating line

does not meet the Nodal Generator NG(1, m, n). The number of intersections there-

which is ^ ^ n ^=2w'^— 2, =S— 2.

60. Similarly for the scroll S(l, m^) ; the directrix curves are multiple curves, viz.

the line 1 is a (|[m]^+M)tuple curve, and the curve m a (m— l)tuple curve; the

3s2
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generating line meets the former in a single point, counting as |[m]^4-M— 1 points,

and the latter in two points, each counting as (m— 2) points. The construction {ante^

Art. 45) for the Nodal Eesidue NE(1, w?) shows that the generating line meets this

curve in |[m— 2]^ points ; and since the curve is merely a double curve, these count

each as a single point. Finally, the generating line does not meet the Nodal Generator

NG(1, m^). The number of intersections thus is

i[^7^J«-l+M+2(m-2)+^[m-2]^
which is

=:[m]^~2+M, =S-2.

In the remaining cases we may use the theorem to find the number of points in which

the generating line meets the Nodal Eesidue. Using n as the symbol for the points in

question (n(m, n^ p) for the scroll S(m, n^ p)^ &c.V we find

61. For the scroll 8(771, n^p)^

(7)^7^— l)^-(7^p—-l)+0^p—l)+n(m, 7^, j9)=S—-2=2m7^29— 2,

which gives

n(m, n^ p):=:2mnp— 7n72—- 772j)— 72p+l.

This includes the before-mentioned case

n(l5 m, W)=(77l— 1)(72-— 1),

and the more particular one

n(l, 1, 77i)=0.

62. For the scroll S(m^5 n)^

i[my---l+M+2((m--l>^~l)+^(m^7^)==:S-~2==7^([^^^^^

which srives

This includes the before*mentioned particular case

n(l, m^)=i[m-.2y.

63. And lastly for the scroll 8(^^)5

3(iW'--^>^+l+M)+n(m^)==S---2==:;J[7n]'+(^^

^(77^^)=^[m]'—|[m]'+3m--5+M(m— 5).

The foregoing expressions for 11 might with propriety have been inserted in the Table.

Annex No. 1.

—

Investigation of the formula for S(m^) in the case of the imicursal

curve (referred to, Art. 39).

Consider the unicursal m-thic curve the equations whereof are ^ : y : 2; : w=A : B : C : D,

where A, B, C, D are rational and integral functions of a parameter 6, And let it be

which gives
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required to find the equation of a plane meeting the curve in such manner that three of

the points of intersection are in lined. Taking for the equation of the plane

we find between (I, ??, ^, oj) an equation of a certain degree in (I, ;?, ^, oo)^ which is the

equation in plane-coordinates of the scroll S(m^), the degree of the equation is therefore

equal to the class of the scroll ; but as the class of a scroll is equal to its order^ the degree

of the equation is equal to the order of the scroll, or say =S(w^).

Proceeding with the investigation, if 6 be determined by the equation

then the roots ^i, S^^ ... 6^ of this equation belong to the points of intersection of the

plane and curve ; and the corresponding coordinates of these points are (Aj, Bi, Cj, Dj), &c.

Suppose that the points 1, 2, 3 are in lined^ and let X, (h^ v^ p be the coordinates of

an arbitrary point, then the four points are in plano^ that is, we have

=0;

and if we form the equation

n

A
, ^. ^ 5 §

A„ B. c„ 1^.

Aj, B2, ^25 D,

A3, iisj C3) D3

-^
, ^5 ^ 5 i

A„ B„ c„ D,

Ag^ B2, C2, D3

A3, B3, Cg, Da

0.

where H denotes the product of the terms belonging to all the triads of the m roots,

the result will be symmetrical in regard to all the roots ; and replacing the symmetrical

functions of the roots by their values in terms of the coefficients, we have the required

relation between (|, % C? ^)-
,

n contains HmJ terms, whereof i[w—l]^ contain them-thic functions (Aj, Bj, Cj, D,)

of the root 0^; that is, the form ofTI is

or, when the symmetrical functions are expressed in terms of the coefficients, the form is

Now the above-mentioned determinant is divisible by (^1— 4)(^i—4)(4— 4)? oi' H is

divisible by n(^i—4)(^i— 4X4—4); ^.nd since this product contains (3xi[m]^=)J[??^]^

linear factors, and the product ^(4? 4? ••• ^m) of the squared differences of the roots con-

tains (2 xi[w^]^=)[m]^ linear factors, so that we have

n(4-4)(4-4I4-4)=={?(4, 4, ..^.)}*^^^^^\
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where

and consequently

n(^,-4)(^i-4X^.-4)=(l, 'J, ?,
«)^"'-"\

so that, omitting this factor, the remaining factor of n is of the form

but the determinant vanishes if

K ^5 ^ f=(Ai, Bi, Ci, Di), (A25 B2, C2, Dg), (A3, B3, C35 03)5

or say if

(X, (Aj, V, f)=(A, B, C, D), ^=^1, 4 or 4;

it follows that the product H contains the factor

or omitting this factor, and obserying that

the remaining factor is of the form

(I, ,, ?,
^)*f--3^

;

or we have finally

which is the required expression.

I give the following investigation of the expression •|[^— 1]^ for the number of

apparent double points. Imagine through the point (^=0, y=^^^ 0=0) a line cutting

the curve in the two points corresponding to the values Sj, ^2 of the parameter. We
have

Aj j3j V-/J

which equations determine Sj and ^^,

Writing the equations under the form

and treating 5^ and Sg as coordinates, each of these equations belongs to a curve of the

order 2(^—1), having a (m— l)thic point at infinity on each of the axes. The
number of intersections thus is

=4(m-l/-(m-lf--(m-iy, =2(m-l)l

But among these are included points not belonging to the original system, viz. the

points for which (Ai=0, A2=0) other than those for which 61 =^2? the points so

included are in number =m^—m; and omitting them, the number is

(2(m-l)^-m(m-l))=[m-l]^
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which is the number of points &i lying in lined with the origin and another point S^

;

the number of apparent double points is the half of this, or h=^[m—iy. And thence

M=(-i[my+^=)-(m-l).

I investigate also the number of lines through two points which meet two arbitrary

lines ; this is in fact =S(1, m% which for the curve in question is

Let the equations of the two lines be (^=05^=0) and (^=0, w=:0); then the con-

ditions to be satisfied are

xjLo Xjo v^o XJ

or writing these under the form
'2

and treating fli, ^2 ^s coordinates, the number of intersections of these two curves is

=:2(m— 1)^5 the same as in the two curves last above considered. And the number of

the lines in question is one half of this, or =(m— 1)^.

Lemma employed in the following Annexes 2 and 3. Formulmfor the order and

weight of certain systems of equations.

Let c^oi' denote a function of the degree a in the order variables (^5 ^5 . .), and of the

degree ct' in the weight variables (^'5 y, , .), and so in other cases; and consider first the

equation
^a'5 (^~r-^)a'+A'5 • • • = 0,

where the matrix is a square ; then

Order zzil^ct+lSA,

Consider next the system

^a'5 (^+A)«'+A'5 (^+B)a/+B'5 .

^^'5 (/3+A)^r+^,5 (p+-B)^'+B'5

=0,

where the matrix is a square +1? that is, the number of columns exceeds by 1 the

number of lines; then

Order =ISAB— ;Sa^+lSc*5(SA+;So&),

Weight=(SA+S«)(SA'+S«')-SAA'+^««'.
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And again, the system

^^ (/3+A)^-^.A'? 0+B)pr^B,5 0+C)^'+c/5

0,

where the matrix is a square +2, that is, the number of columns exceeds by 2 the

number of lines ; then

Order = :gABC+:Se^(3y+Sce(SAB~Se^/3)+((So^)^--Se^/3)(SA+S4

+:SAW+Sc^V.

The last formula, for the weight of the square +2 system, was communicated to me by

Dr. Salmon, the others are all in effect given in the Appendix, " On the Order of

Systems of Equations," to his Treatise on the Analytic Geometry of Three Dimensions ;

and in the investigation in the ^following Annexes 2 and 3, the route which I have

followed was completely traced out for me by him, so that I have only supplied the

details of the work.

Annex No. 2.

—

Investigation of the formula for S(m^), when the curve m is the pq
complete intersection^ viz.. when it is the intersection of two surfaces of the orders

p and q respectively (referred to. Art. 40).

LetU=:0, V=0 be the equations of the two surfaces of the orders p and g' respectively.

Take {x^ y^ 0, w) the coordinates of a point on the curve^ so that for these coordinates

we have 11=0, V=0 ; and in the equations of the two curves respectively, write for the

coordinates ^+f^^ J^+0^ ^+f^^ w+fW^; then putting for shortness

the resulting equations may be represented by

(AU, A^U, . . . A^UJl, f)^-^=0,

(AV, A^V, . . A^VJl, ^)^-^=0,

where it is to be noticed that besides the expressed literal coefficients there are nume-

rical coefficients (not as the notation usually denotes, the binomial coefficients, but)

— 15 1.2? 1.2.35 ^C'

Supposing that (^5 y\ z\ w') are the current coordinates of a point on the line drawn

through the point (^, y, z, w) to meet the curve in two other points, the equations in f

must have two common roots, and this gives a system equivalent to two equations, or say

a plexus of two equations. If from the plexus and the two equations U=0, V=0 we
eliminate {oc^ y, 0, w\ we obtain an equation S'=0 in {oc^ y\ z\ %o% which is in fact the

equation of the scroll S(m^), taken (as is easily seen to be the case) thrice ; that is, S(m^)=
fDegree of S^ But observing that the coordinates (^'5 y\ z\ w') enter into the plexus only
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and not into the functions U, V, and treating (^^'5 y\ z\ w') as weight variables, Degree

of S'=:Weight of System (U=0, V=0, Plexns)=Deg. UxDeg. Vx Weight of Plexus,

=jpq X Weight of Plexus ; or, writing j)^=/3,

S(m^)=f|3 X Weight of Plexus.

The plexus in question is the square + 1 system,

AU, A^U, . •

AU , ,

.

AV, A^V, .

.

JwaV T , • •

0,

i^+S'— 3 columns, (g^-—2)+(i^—2)=(p+2'—'4) lines; or representing the terms accord-

ing to their order and weight, that is, degree in (^, j/, 0, w) and (w\ y\ z\ w^) respectively

(the order and weight of the evanescent terms being fixed so as that they may form a

regular series with the other terms), the system is

p+q-S columns.

m

I

i Po Ap-^h

So ^{i-^h

=0,

so that

A 13

\t TV
J[jl , JLJ , • •

or, as regards the first two lines,

a^ (3^ .. =jp— 2 + ^5 g'— 2+ 9

I

=j)— l,p, ,..^+2^—4, g^— 1, 2^, ...

-— A, U, • • ""^ u "J" ik^ X, U, • •

1 9
' J-, «, • •

— 12

j:^+2'— 4,

—J?+ 4,

j^+g— 4,

We then find

2^^, 2-.(p^

>^=1 to 2^—2, and ?!=1 to j:?— 2.

fO^

%0J:

MDCCCLXIII.

; (^_2)(^-2)+i(^-2)(^-l)

+(^_2)(2_2)+Ki>-2)(i>~l),

+2(i>-2)-i(i>-2)(i,-l),
3t
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+2(2-2)(p-2)-(q-i).Up~2)(p-l)-Up-2)(p-l)(2p-S),

XAA'=-Up+q-i)(p+q-8)(2p+2q-7),

which putting therein j> +§'=«, ^^=jS, give

2a = p+id'-^a +10,

Xcd = /3-V+|«-10,
SA =-2A'= —|a^H--|«- 6,

:SAA'= -K+ I «^- ^ a+14,

and thence

2A +2« = ^—2a+ 4,

2A' +2«' = /3 —4,

2AA'-2aa'--i«^+ 5«-12,

and therefore

Weights (/3-2a+4X^-4)+i«/3-5«+12

=:i(/3 -2)(2/3-3«+ 4),

and consequently

S(m^)=§^/3x weight

which is right.

Annex No. 3.

—

Investigation of G(m^) in the case where the curve m is ajpq com-plete

intersection (referred to. Art. 42).

Suppose, as before, that U=0, V=0 are the equations of the two surfaces of the

orders j9 and g^ respectively ; taking also (^, y, z^ w) as the coordinates of a point on the

curve, and substituting in the equations x+§x\ y-\r^y\ ^+S^'y w+gw' in place of the

coordinates, then if A=0[f'd^+y''d^+ z^'d^+w'b^^ we have as before

(AU, A^U, . . A^UXl, sy-'= 0,

(AV, A^V, . . A^VXl, ?)^-^=0,

where the numerical coefficients y, y^, xtIts, &c. are to be understood as before.

Suppose now that (^, y, z, w) are the coordinates of a point on the curve, through

which point there passes a line through three other points, or line G(m^) ; and that

(^5 y\ z\ w') are the current coordinates of a point on such line : the two equations in g

must have three equal roots ; or we must have a system equivalent to three equations,

or say a plexus of three equations. The coordinates (^5 y\ z\ ^t?Q, although four in
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number, are in fact eliminable from this plexus ; or what is the same thing, combining

with the plexus the equation

of an arbitrary plane, and then eliminating {x\ y\ z\ w^)y the result is of the form

where D is a function of (^, j/, z^ w) only ; and considering {w^ y^ ^, w) as weight variables^

^=Order of Plexus. But degree in {oo^ y^ %^ w) of (a^+%+y^+^w/CI is =Weight of

Plexus, and therefore Degree of is = Weight of Plexus— ^, =(Weight— Order) of

Plexus.

The equations U=0, V=0, 0=0 then give the coordinates (^, y^ %^ w) of the points

through which may be drawn a line G(m^); viz. they give (as it is easy to see) these

points four times over. And we therefore have

G(m')=i Order of (U=0, V=0, Q =0)

= J Deg. U. Deg.Y. Deg. D

=|j3x(Weight—-Order) of Plexus.

The Plexus is here the square +2 system

AU, A^U, . .

.

. AU,

AV, A^V,

AV,

1=0,

/pj^q^4, columns, (£— 3)+(i^—3)=p+£— 6 lines^. Or representing the terms by

their order and weight (the weight variables being in the present case (^, y^ ^, ^), and

the order variables (^, j/', z\ w^\ and attributing as before an order and weight to the

evanescent terms, the system is

p 4- g'—3 columns. |= 0,

/

PI

CO

I

OH

2.

-X

J3-1? ^p-.2? • •

1,% . ^p— 19

CD

CO

I

-Lg—l, ^g—2?

-i « ' q-\r

3t2
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so that we have

ess
5 /3 5 . • = I5 0, —1, . . —(2'— 5), 1, 0, —1, . . ~(|)— 5),

A5B5..— 1, 2,... jP+S'—S,

A^ B^ .. ==— 1, — 2, ... —(i>+^-5),

or, as regards the first two lines,

m,^, .. = 2-S, 2-(p 1

mI at
^\ . , zz:j9— 2+ ^5 j9— 2-}-?)J

^zzzl to §'— 3, 0=1 to j:^— 3.

We then find

2« = 2(^~3)-i(^ -3X^-2)

+2(i>-3)-Ki^-3Xi.-2),
2«' = (^-2X^-3)+i(^-3X£-2)

+ (^-2Xi^-3)+i(i>-3Xp-2),
2«^ = 4(^_3)_4.i(^-3X^-2)+i(^-3X^--2X2^-5)

+ 4(p-3)-4.4(j,-3Xi^-2)+Ki^-3Xi^-2X2i.-5),
2«^ = 8(.^-3)-12.i(2-3X?-2)+6.K^-3X^-2)(2^-5)-i(^-3)X^-2f

+ 8(i>-3)-12.i(^-3Xp-2)+ 6.i(j.-3Xi^-2X2p-5)-Ki^-3X(i^-2)»,

2«c.'= 2(^-2X2 -3)-(i.-4) .i(^ -3X^ -2)-i(<z -3X<?:-2X2^-5)

+2(^-2Xi^-3)-(^-4).Ki.-3Xi^-2)-i(i.-3Xi>-2X2i9--5),

S«V= 4(p-2X^-3)-4(i.-3).4(^-3X2-2)+(i>-6).K^-~3X^-2X2^-5)+i(<z-3K^-2)\

+4(^-2Xp--3)-4(2-3).i(^-3Xi>-2)+(2-6).i(i.-3Xi5-2)(2j,~5)+Ki>-3/0.-2X,

SA^ =-SAA' =|(p+^-5) (j?+^— 4X2^9+2^-9),

SA^ =-SA^xi'=|-(_p+^-5X(_p+^-4)^,

Vv'hich, putting therein j?+2'= ^5 i'2'=i3? ^^<1 from the reduced expressions obtaining the

values of Sc6/3, &c., give

S« -i3 -V+|«-18,

SaV=j3^(-i)+i3(-|«^+ 9«-ifi)+i«^-V+i|i«^-119«+ 198,
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%A = I a^- fa +10,

tA' = -%AA' =f a'- I aH-|-« - 30,

%A' =-%A'A'=icc'- f a«+Ji^a'-90«+100,

SAB = ia'-^^+^^<,'~S^cc+Q6,

SABC= ^«''-li«'+¥8^«*-^fF«'+-f|-«'-H--«+--3--,

we then find

SA' +V =i3— 3a+8,

SAB -Sa/3 =|3^(-|)+/3(la^-5a+-*^)-4a^+36a-126,

SAA' -Sa«' =i3(-la)+9a-28,

2ABC+S«/37=/3Xi)+/3X-ia^+J^«-^3i)+|8(ia^-|a^+^fia^-i|%+H^-3)
-a*+i3%'-162«f+l^%-1210,

SAW+SaV=/3^(-i)+i3(-K+9«-H-)-29«+98;

and then also

2«(SA+S«) =i3' +/3(-i«'+ 1« - 26 )+ 4a^-36«-|-144,

(SAB-S«i3)+S«(SA+S«) =i3XI) +i3(-i«-|) +18,

{(SAB- S«/3)+Sa(SA+S«) } (SA'+ S«')=
j3'(i)+ /3^(-2«+i)+i3( t«H¥«- 10 )-54a +144,

-(SA+Sa)(SAA'-Saa')=
|3'( i« )+i3( -13a+28)+72a -224,

and

Sxi''A'+Sa^«'=(t(;z5 sujora)

(^^( _i)+|3(_|a2^_ 9^ _i|i^_29« +98;

whence, adding the last three expressions, we find

Weight=TO)+i3^(-|«+^)+/3(|«^+|«-i^)-ll«+18 ;

and for the order we have

(S«r-S«j3= /3'(i)
+/3(-i«^+4a-A/)

+K-fV+-f-«'--i¥«+133 ;

and then

SABC+Sai3y=(M75 st^pra)

/3X i)+/3X-K+¥«-¥)+i3( *«*-f«^+¥4^«'-^f^«+^¥^)
- «^ +4fa'-162«^+l^a-1210,

(SAB—Saj3)S«

=

i3X-i)+i3t fc«^-¥«+¥)+/3(-i«*+¥«'-^F«^+^F« - 531

)

+2«^-36a^+297a'=-1215«+2268,

((Sa)^—Sai3j(SA+Sa)=

PX i)+i3X-i«^+4a-¥)+/3( K-fl«'+^F«'-^!-F«+ 241

)

- a^ +^a'-135«^+i^«-1064;
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whence, adding these three expressions,

Order=i3»(i)+/3X-i«+f)+/3(f«='-i«+J^)-6

;

and by means of the foregoing expression for the weight, we then have

Weight- Order=/3^(f)+|3^(--c^ )+f3(ia^+3a-^)-lla+24

;

and therefore

G(m')= ii3 X (Weight- Order)

which is right.

Annex No. 4.

—

Order of Toise (m, n) (referred to. Art. 44).

We have to find the order of the developable or Torse generated by a line meeting

two curves of the orders m^ n respectively; viz. representing by ^l^ v the classes of the two

.curves respectively, it is to be shown that the expression for the Order is

Torse (m, n)=zmP'\-n[jb.

I remark, in the first place, that, given two surfaces of the orders ^ and ^ respectively,

the curve of intersection is of the order ^q and class P2'(p+2'"-"2), or as this may be

written, class =gp(i^— l)+i^2'(2'—"!)• Reciprocally for two surfaces of the classes^ and q
respectively, the Torse enveloped by their common tangent planes is of the class pq and

order 5'jp(i>—1)4-^(2'—"!)• Now, in the same way that a surface of the order ^ may

degenerate into a Torse of the order ^, so a surface of the class p may degenerate into a

curve of the classy; and the class of a curve being jp, then (disregarding singularities)

its order is =p(p—l). Hence replacing j> and j9(p— 1) by [Jj and m respectively, and in

like manner q and q{q—T^) by v and n respectively, we have mv+^iW; as the order of the

Torse generated by the tangent planes of the curves of the orders m and n respectively ;

where by tangent plane of a curve is to be understood a plane passing through a tangent

line of the curve. The intersection of two consecutive tangent planes is a line meeting

the two curves, which line is the generating line of the Torse, and such Torse is there-

fore the Torse (m, n) in question.

The foregoing investigation is not very satisfactory, but I confirm it by considering

the case of two plane curves, orders m and n^ and classes [/j and v, respectively. The

tangents of the two curves can, it is clear, only meet on the line of intersection of the

planes of the curves ; and the construction of the Torse is in fact as follows : from any

point of the line of intersection draw a tangent to m and a tangent to n^ then the line

joining the points of contact of these tangents is a generating line of the Torse. The
order of the Torse is equal to the number of generating lines which meet an arbitrary

line ; and taking for the arbitrary line the line of intersection of the two planes, it is

easy to see that the only generating lines which meet the line of intersection are those

for which one of the points of contact lies on the line of intersection ; that is, they are
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the generating lines derived from the points in which the line of intersection meets one

or other of the two curves ; they are therefore in fact the tangents drawn to the curve n

from the points in which the line of intersection meets the curve m, together with the

tangents drawn to the curve m from the points in which the line of intersection meets

the curve m Now the line meets the curve ^ in ^ points, and from each of these there

are (jb tangents to the curve m ; and it meets the curve m in m points, and from each of

these there are p tangents to the curve n ; hence the entire number of the tangents in

question is =n|£^-|-wj^5 which confirms the theorem.

Annex No. 5.

—

Order of Tome (m^) (referred to. Art. 46).

We have here to find the order of the developable or Torse generated by a line meet-

ing a curve of the order m twice, viz., the class of the curve being (jb, it is to be shown

that we have

Torse (m^)

=

(m— 5)iJb,

I deduce the expression from the formula given p. 424 of Dr. Salmon's ' Geometry of

Three Dimensions;' viz. putting in his formula ^=Q, and ^ for his r, we have

Order=:m(f^— 4)—|a=:mf/o—(4m+|a),

where (see p. 234 et seq.)

f^—m(m—1)—-2^5
ic4=:(^—.m)=3m(m—-2)—6A—m,

and thence

3|M^—|a=4m, or 4m+i^=3|t/c*,
so that we have

Order =(m—- B)[ju.

A more complete discussion of the Torses (m^ n) and (m^) is obviously desirable ; but

as they are only incidentally connected with the subject of the present memoir, I have

contented myself with obtaining the required results in the way which most readily

presented itself.


